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Explore turbulent history through hill and riverside walking

WALKING IN THE SCOTTISH
BORDERS
Cheviots, Tweed, Ettrick, Moffat and Manor hills
by Ronald Turnbull
Through 45 day walks and a multi-day cross border route from Gretna to
Berwick, this guidebook offers the chance to explore the English–Scottish
border country on foot. Divided into six sections, the walks visit the north
and south Cheviots, Tweed, Ettrick, Moffat and Manor hills and can be
explored from the traditional Border towns and villages of Wooler, Kelso,
Melrose, Peebles and Moffat. The walks are graded to aid planning and range
from easy low-level riverside walks to smaller hills and moderately
challenging grassy hills at 600–750m (200–2500ft).
Crisscrossed by old droving routes and dotted with Iron Age hillforts and
Border Reiving era towers, the hills and valleys of the Scottish Borders are
rich in reminders of the area's turbulent history. The rolling hills and rocky
tors are the result of complex geological processes; a visit to Dobb's Linn
showcases preserved fossils, while the coastline at St Abbs Head features
iconic folded rock formations which are home to a myriad of birds including
guillemots.
Each walk features 1:50,000 OS mapping, route description and points of
interest, and can be easily customised with alternative start points, route
variants and shortcuts. The introduction offers plenty of practical information
about how to get there and where to stay, while the appendices list useful
contacts and tourist information centres. Whether looking for a family
riverside walk or a longer day out in the hills, this guide provides everything
a walker needs to enjoy a day exploring the landscape and history of the
Scottish Borders.
What's inside?
• 1:50,000 OS mapping and route description for each day walk
• A wealth of insights about historical and geological points of interest
• A cross border route from Gretna to Berwick and overviews of nine longer
routes through the area including St Cuthbert's Way
About the author
Ronald Turnbull writes regularly for TGO, Lakeland Walker, Trail and Cumbria
magazines. He has written many other Cicerone guides including Walking in
the Cairngorms, The Book of the Bivvy and Not the West Highland Way. His
other books about the Scottish Borders include Battle Valleys, a pictorial
history of the Border Country, and his earlier Walking in the Southern
Uplands, which includes many longer hill days in the Borders. Ronald has
nine times won Outdoor Writers and Photographers Guild Awards for
Excellence for his guidebooks, outdoor books and magazine articles.
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• 45 day walks and summaries of longer
routes in the area
• Suitable for year-round walking but
best in April–June and September
• Routes graded and customisable for
walkers of all abilities
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